DONALD TRUMP WINS AS THE AMERICAN "SOLAR HERO" NOT AS THE CHINESE LUNAR “GROUND
DOG”
@CNNPolitics refers to "EARTH DOG" Donald Donald J. Trump but SKIPS reference to "EARTH PIG"
Hillary Clinton http://cnn.it/20iE7IE
WHY THEY PICKED A CHINESE FORTUNE TELLER?
As you can read below, as early as 31st January 2016 I initiated a series of posts showing how the
Law of Number acts shaping World Affairs, in particular the onset of United States Elections bound
to have such a huge impact on the World as a whole.
In one of them I used the phrase "it's written in the stars" in the title of a detailed analysis in which I
used Donald Trump's natal, progressed and solar return charts as well as his Unique Numeric
Sequence based on the Science of Time and Number disclosed in our book "Gates of Time Windows
of Opportunity".
CNN is sending apparently three reporters to Hong Kong to interview a Chinese fortune teller about
the outcome of 2016 US Elections.
The good thing about this is that it shows how sciences like Astrology are being quickly redeemed
from the realm of "pseudo-sciences" and acknowledged as valid tools to explain the causes of
upcoming events.
The bad thing is that it establishes not Astrology but, in particular, Chinese astrology as a basis for
determining the outcome of U.S. Elections.
CNN Politics is a highly respectable source of information read by billions of people worldwide. Their
choice of WHAT TO PRESENT, WHERE AND WHEN (Time and Place) is MEANINGFUL. So how should
we read their choice in this matter?
All this has the appearance of a payback to Donald Trump on account of his reiterated position in
regards to China (one of the strongest points during the last debate). To the careful reader, the
choice of a Chinese fortune-teller is not a matter of "luck" or "chance". Chinese horoscope uses
different zodiac signs of Western cultures. And it uses ANIMALS ONLY, there are no human signs like
Sagittarius, Aquarius or Gemini. And Mr. Trump's natal SUN is in Gemini - essentially a human sign.
When they quote the Chinese fortune-teller, the Reporters are very selective on one respect: "She
says the new lunar year will fuel good fortune for "earth dog" Donald Trump, while also lighting a
fire under Hillary Clinton." Why did they choose not to write "earth pig" Hillary Clinton since this is
what she is in the Chinese horoscope?
This brings us back to the fundamental question: WHY the Chinese Horoscope, WHY the Chinese
New Year? What has the way Chinese reckon time have to do with the way Time is counted in the
United States and the World. True they are the most numerous nation in today's world and also
great manufacturers, but Donald Trump's eventual victory is "written in the Stars" and hardly has
anything to do with what he is or is not for the Chinese mindset.
Bottom line: picking a Chinese fortune-teller to suggest that Donald Trump is kind of a "bull in the
China shop" as compared to his other "human" competitors, none of whom is directly referred by his
Chinese zodiacal attribute as is his case is in BAD TASTE. I wonder whether the next thing they will do
is visit an Arabic Parts expert to provide insight into the Election landscape.

Both the Chinese and the Arabs are backed by millennial traditions and can be extremely subtle
when it comes to "brainwashing" wide audiences using the media as we point out in our February 2
post on our website ( http://oanganga.com ) which refers to a recent Fox News broadcast.
Conversely, the Sacred Science of Time and Number explained in my book "Gates of Time Windows
of Opportunity" is the most ancient and truly complete corpus of science that enables an
understanding of GOD'S Supreme Law, The Law of Number. It is not prone to "personal
interpretation" and is not the treasured possession of any particular nation or culture. The Science of
Number Rediscovered is available for all.
I invite you to visit my website and read the free extracts and articles available on
http://www.oanganga.com

